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On the power track
Alstom is making its mark in India's power and Railway sectors

Global engineering giants are increasingly looking to India not only for market
opportunity but also for outsourcing possibilities. In this context, we recently met Mr
Sunand Sharma, Country President, Alstom India. The meeting suggests Alstom is

steadily strengthening its foothold in India's power and transportation sectors.

 Global power equipment market, sans India and China, is witnessing
slowdown: Led by global slowdown in the past two years, investments in power
sector have slowed down in the developed world, resulting in declining demand
for power equipments. In FY10, Alstom's power segment order intake declined
42% to Euro 9.4b. Transport sector also has witnessed sluggish momentum
with new orders declining 32% to Euro 5.5b.

 India a savior: Alstom has created a number of strong partnerships including
(1) technical collaboration with BHEL for of supercritical boilers, (2) joint venture
with Bharat Forge for supercritical turbines, and (3) joint venture with NTPC for
servicing and retrofitting of utility boilers. The company also has Alstom Projects
India (APIL, listed), the flagship company for power equipment and transportation
sector products. The Group sees a lot of growth opportunities in Indian power
and transport sectors.

 Disappointed to see slow progress on planned hydro-electric projects:
Slack progress on hydroelectric power projects planned is a big worry. Alstom
Projects India has set up a manufacturing hub in Vadodara, capable of producing
top-end hydro turbines with a capacity of 4,000MW, full potential of which will
be materialized only if Indian hydro-power market picks up.

 APIL expected to grow steadily: APIL has bagged several key orders in
recent months, including Rs14.7b Chennai Metro Rail order. The immediate
growth catalysts will be orders from Indian railways, metro rails and thermal
power. The company's Durgapur facility is being used by parent to supply
supercritical boiler parts to BHEL, which is also a significant growth driver.

 Disappointing growth in 1HFY11; will show stronger growth in FY12:
During 1HFY11, APIL revenue declined 32% and PAT fell 20%. Its order-book,
which was Rs34b at the beginning of FY11, currently stands in excess of Rs45b, implying BTB of 2.2x FY10 revenues.
We believe pick-up in the transport sector will drive growth in the medium term. The company is also well placed in
hydro-power and gas sectors and stands to benefit as and when demand picks up. Over FY05-10, Alstom reported
revenue CAGR of 20% and earnings CAGR of 28%. It is expected to maintain similar trend over the next three years.
We remain positive on the stock with a long-term perspective.
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Alstom: Financial and valuation summary

Year Net Sales  PAT* EPS* EPS* P/E* P/BV RoE RoCE EV/ EV/
End (Rs m) (Rs m) (Rs) Gr. (%) (x) (x) (%) (%) Sales EBITDA

03/07A 12,197 1,094 16.3 136.2 40.7 18.8 15.8 31.9 3.4 35.1
03/08A 15,471 711 10.6 -35.0 62.6 25.1 34.1 20.0 2.6 41.3
03/09A 22,903 1,349 20.1 89.8 33.0 25.1 35.5 33.0 1.8 20.7
03/10A 20,427 1,673 25.0 24.0 26.6 31.2 37.0 34.2 1.9 15.4

Bloomberg ABBAP IN
CMP (Rs) 590
Equity Shares (m) 67.0
52-Week Range (Rs) 875/505
1,6,12 Rel. Perf. (%) -7-18/-8

M.Cap. (Rs b/US$ b) 39.5/0.9
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Alstom, France: Global engineering giant in power and transport segments
 Alstom globally operates in two segments, namely, a) Power and b) Transport.

Headquartered in France, Alstom operates globally in 70 countries with Euro23b in
revenues (post integration of Areva's T&D business). The company has contributed
25% of the global power generation capacity and has rolled out 1 in 4 metros and 1 in
3 tramway systems globally.

 Alstom is an integrated power equipment manufacturer with presence in thermal, gas,
hydro and renewable energy sectors. The company also has strong product portfolio
for emission control in power generation, petrochemical and industrial sectors. It also
serves demand for upgrades and modernization of existing power plants. Similarly,
transport segment provides equipment and systems for rail transportation activities,
including passenger trains, locomotives, signaling equipments, rail components and
services.

Alstom key figures (Euro b)- Alstom globally intends to maintain its EBITDA margins in the 7-8% range
Y/E March FY06 FY07 FY08 FY09 FY10 9MFY10 9MFY11* % YoY

Order Backlog 26.9 32.4 39.2 45.7 42.6 44.0 40.0 -10.0
Orders Intake 15.3 19.0 23.5 24.6 14.9 10.1 9.0 -11.0
Sales 13.4 14.2 16.9 18.7 19.7 13.0 11.7 -10.0
OPM (%) 5.6 6.7 7.7 8.2 9.1 8.6 7.6 (100bp)
* Excluding Areva T&D Source: Company

Power: Key numbers
Euro.B FY09 FY10 % YoY

Orders 16.5 9.4 -42.7
Backlog 26.2 23.3 -10.9
Sales 13.1 13.9 6.5
EBITDA 1.2 1.5 17.6
OPM (%) 9.6 10.6 100bp

Source: Company

Transport: Key numbers
Euro.B FY09 FY10 % YoY
Orders 8.1 5.5 -32.4
Backlog 19.5 19.2 -1.3
Sales 5.7 5.7 1.1
EBITDA 0.4 0.4 1.5
OPM (%) 7.2 7.2 -

Source: Company

Alstom Global: Power dominates the revenue mix (%) Alstom-Global Order backlog mix (%):Scope for
significant improvement in the Asia / M East share

Source: Company
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Entering the power transmission market (Areva T&D) and the Asia perspective
 In January 2010, Alstom and Schneider Electric signed an agreement for the acquisition

of Areva's T&D business worldwide for Euro2.3b. The net financial debt of Areva T&D
was about Euro0.9b as on December 2009.

 The consortium agreement sets out the transfer of the transmission business (about
two thirds of the total) to Alstom and the distribution business to Schneider Electric, as
well as the ways in which they will be managed.

 With this acquisition, Alstom worldwide has now added a third segment called the
'Alstom Grid' to its existing operational segment of Power and Transport. Alstom Grid
will now have an Order backlog of Euro5.2b, Revenues of Euro1.5b, OPM's of 5.8%. It
will employ more than 20,000 employees in more than 90 manufacturing sites. Alstom
Grid will be among the top three groups specializing in electricity transmission along
with ABB and Siemens. In 2009, sales were divided between Europe (27%), Africa-
Middle East (31%), Asia-Pacific (28%) and Americas (14%).

India is emerging a key estimation for Alstom

Alstom Global: Building strong product leadership across Power & Transportation in
India and China

Alstom is significantly

increasing its presence

across emerging markets,

particularly China and India

Source: Company

Aggressively tapping Indian markets through JVs
 In India, Alstom Group intends to focus on gaining traction in power equipment space

through joint ventures with leading Indian companies.
 Alstom France has formed two joint ventures with Bharat Forge. The flagship JV is

setting up a plant in Gujarat to manufacture supercritical steam turbine. Another JV
will have facility for turbine components. The plant, being set up at the cost of
Rs20b, will have capacity of 5,000MW per annum.

 Alstom France has also entered into technical collaboration with BHEL for supercritical
boilers. The agreement is valid till 2020.

 Alstom has also formed a 50:50 JV with NTPC for servicing and retrofitting aging
steam generators.

China:

 Power: Strongly focus on hydro and nuclear;
strengthen presence on steam turbines and boilers.

 Transport: Ad hoc partnerships on rolling stock;
leverage on recent successes in signalling

India:

 Power: Strengthen position in boilers & ECS; develop
steam and nuclear; consolidate existing partnerships

 Transport: Expand position in signalling; build position
in rolling stock (main lines, mass transit)

Be where the market is
and build an export basis from emerging countries

Strategy by geography: BRIC
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Alstom presence in India

Source: Company

Alstom Projects India: Geared for opportunities in power and transportation
 Alstom Projects India (APIL) is the listed Indian subsidiary of Alstom France with FY10

revenues of Rs20b. It has presence across the power and transportation (mainly,
Railways) segments in India, with four manufacturing sites employing 4,000 people.
Power is the dominant business accounting for 95% of FY10 sales while transport sector
accounts for 4%. However, there is strong growth in Railway orders in recent months,
which will increase share of transport sector in revenues in FY12-13.

 APIL stands to significantly benefit from parent's partnership with BHEL. It has spent
~Rs3b over the last two years to ramp up and upgrade its supercritical capabilities in
Durgapur and Shahabad.

 According to CEA, the share of supercritical coal-based thermal power projects will
increase from 14.5% in the 11th five year plan to 100% in the 13th five year plan. This
would imply that as BHEL secures more supercritical work, APIL's opportunity pie will
keep increasing in terms of product supply and support.

Plans to encourage domestic power equipment manufacturers should benefit
APIL
 The bulk tendering process for NTPC/DVC orders for 11 units of super-critical boilers

and turbines of 660MW each is already under way. As per the tender document, the
projects (5 projects with 11 units of 660MW each) will be awarded to two players (L1
and L2), with assured order of 5 or 6 units to BHEL (provided they match L1 price, if they
are L2 or L3).

 The total order size is Rs220b comprising two separate tenders for boilers and turbines.
The bulk tender requires the bidders to have local manufacturing facilities in India. The
company should also have formed a JV with their collaborators and acquired land for
the purpose.

 APIL in turn could execute a good portion of the work outsourced by BHEL (boiler
components). However, over a period of time, BHEL will indigenize technology thereby
lowering the quantum of boiler components outsourced from APIL.

Orders secured by APIL from BHEL for supercritical boilers
Year Project Company Size (MW) Value (Rs.m)

FY09 Krishnapatnam APPDCL 2X800  3,730
FY10 Barh II NTPC 2X600  2,384

Total  6,114

Source: Company

Alstom, France

APIL (67%)
NTPC Alstom JV for retrofitting

generators (50:50)

Alstom-Bharat Forge JV for
turbines (51:49)

Alstom-Bharat Forge JV for
components (49:51)
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Hydroelectric power sector offers great opportunities; progress on ground
lackluster
 APIL has established is one of the largest hydro-power equipment manufacturing hubs

of the group at Vadodara facility, along with its locations in France, China, Brazil,
Switzerland, Spain and Canada. The factory has a capacity of 4,000MW and meets
demand from India and other regional emerging markets.

 CEA has identified ~25,000MW of feasible hydro-power projects for the 12th Plan.
Hydro-power occupies 25% share of the power generation mix and currently the installed
base stands at 37,000MW. Of this, APIL (through Alstom) has contributed towards
installation of ~6,000MW.

Hydro power: 4.6GW of projects under execution
Plant Name Configuration (MW) Utility

Teesta VI 1000 MW (4X125) Lanco
Iiarionas 154MW (2X77) Greece
Lower Jurala 240MW (40X6) APGENCO
Bujagali HEP 255MW (5X51) Uganda
Uri Stage II 240MW (60X4) NHPC
Chamera Stage III 231MW ( 3X77) NHPC
Chuzachen 110MW (2X55) Gati Infra
Subansiri 2000MW (250X8) NHPC
Omkareshwar-
Hydromechanical 390MW (3X130) NHDC

Source: Company

Hydro power: Estimated requirement in the 12th and
13th plan
Equipment 12th Plan 13th plan Total

Hydro-mechanical
Gates and Hoist
 -Radial spillway gates  415  505  920
 -Vertical lift gates  630  767  1,397
Electromechanical
Turbine (MW)  20,130  24,495  44,625
Turbine (no)  238  286  524
Butterfly Valve (set)  48  58  106
Main inlet Valve (set)  198  241  439

Source: Company

List of hydro power projects in the 12th Plan (6.4GW)
Plant name Capacity State Benefits under the Awarded LOA

(MW)  XIIth Plan (MW) Agency Date

Kameng 600 Arunachal Pradesh  600 BHEL Dec-04
Pare 110 Arunachal Pradesh  110 NA NA
Subansiri Lower 2000 Arunachal Pradesh  2,000 Alstom Aug-09
Parbati-II 800 Himachal Pradesh  800 BHEL Dec-02
Kishanganga 330 J&K  330 BHEL Jan-09
Loharinagpala 600 Uttarakhand  600 Voith Siemens -
Tapovan Vishnugad 520 Uttarakhand  520 BHEL -
Rampur 412 Himachal Pradesh  412 BHEL Sep-08
UHL III 100 Himachal Pradesh  100 BHEL Feb-07
Sawara Kuddu 110 Himachal Pradesh  110 VA Tech Feb-09
Kashang-I 65 Himachal Pradesh  65 - Feb-09
Lower Jurala 240 Andhra Pradesh  120 Alstom Jan-08
Pallivassal 60 Kerala  60 Dong Fang China Jan-07
Teesta VI 500 Sikkim  500 - Dec-06
Rangit IV 120 Sikkim  120 - Jul-07
Total Hydro  6,447

Source: Company

Of the total 6.4GW of

projects ordered out for

the 12th Plan, Alstom has

emerged with a 32%

market share and projects

worth 2.1GW in its kitty.

BHEL is the largest player

in the hydro power

segment with projects

worth 2.7GW and a

market share of 42% for

the 12th Plan.
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APIL's presence in gas based power projects - equally noteworthy
 India's current (Dec-2010) gas-based power generation capacity stands at 17.5GW

forming 10% of the total installed capacity of 170GW. APIL has been a part of ~3.6GW
of gas-based projects in India mainly through Alstom, France.

 Although gas-based power capacity for the 12th Plan has not been ascertained due to
issues related to gas availability and pricing, APIL has a good traction maintained with
all state, central and private utilities.

Gas: 3.6GW of projects under execution
Plant Name Configuration (MW) Utility

Utran 370MW- CCPP GSECL
Gautami 469MW- CCPP GVK
Jegurupadu Phase II 228MW GVK
Hazira Phase II 156MW- CCPP GSEG
Gandhar 657MW-CCPP NTPC
Kawas 656MW-CCPP NTPC
Anta 414MW-CCPP NTPC

Source: Company

Strong presence in air quality control systems
 APIL, along with its parent, has an impressive product range for air pollution control

systems. Alstom recently secured a Rs4.7b order for installing four gas treatment plants
for Hindalco's smelters at Mahan (Madhya Pradesh) and Aditya Aluminum smelters in
Madhya Pradesh and Orissa. APIL will execute over 75% of the order.

 APIL was also awarded a Rs430m contract from JSW Energy for supply of four 300MW
units of seawater FGD (flue gas de-sulfurization) for Ratnagiri Power Plant. (FGD systems
remove sulfur dioxide released from coal fired power plants.)

Transportation business: Charting a new leg of growth
 APIL has the technological backing of its parent in all areas of rail transportation including

equipment systems and customer support services (for passenger trains, locomotives,
signaling equipment and rail components).

 The Indian Railways' ambitious investment plans (~Rs14t over the next 10 years) including
metro projects coming up in six major cities (~Rs880b) will create a lot of opportunities
for APIL.

 During FY03 to FY10, APIL's transport segment revenues have clocked a modest CAGR
of 7%. Considering the concrete future plans of Indian Railways to expand its network
and introduce metro rail services in cities, we expect this segment to gain significant
traction going forward.

 A breakthrough order for Alstom Group (including APIL) in this segment came in
September 2010 from Chennai Metro worth Rs14.7b. This includes supply of 168 cars
for the metro in Chennai. The first deliveries are planned in 2012. The contract also
includes an option of 16 additional metro cars. Indian cities with population of one
million or more are planning a metro rail project, and hence, this segment holds great
promise for Alstom and APIL in the future.

Alstom: Projects executed in the past for the Metro and the Indian Railways
Project Year
Delhi Metro Phase II- Signaling and Telecom systems and electrical
equipment & services for rolling stock 2007
Delhi Metro Phase I-Signaling and telecom systems including servies for rolling stock 2005
Traction drives for Delhi Metro 2005

Source: Company
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Order History (Rs m): Order win demonstrates strong hold in Hydro Power EPC and Railways
Order details Date Client Place Value (Rs.m)

Orders for Electro-Static Precipitators Jan-11 NALCO Orissa  1,200
Orders from India & Vietnam for ECS Nov-10 EDAC, SEC India & Vietnam  2,400
Order for EPC/BoP of Gas Turbine, Steam Turbine for 800MW CCPP of GVK Jul-10 GVK AP  27,000
Main plant package for the 96MW HEP at Sikkim May-10 Dans Energy Pvt Ltd Sikkim  1,240
Order for four gas treatment plants at Mahan and Aditya aluminum smelters Nov-09 Hindalco Industries MP  4,700
Complete EPC of 4X125MW HEP for Lanco Infratech Jul-09 Lanco Sikkim  2,650
Order for electromechanical, generator as well as automation Sep-09 Dagachhu Hydro Bhutan  1,800
of a 124MW HEP in Bhutan Corp
Turnkey order for a 6X40MW HEP in Andhra Pradesh Nov-08 APGENCO AP  4,600
Complete design EPC of five HRSG's at Fujairah water desal plant, UAE Feb-08 UAE Govt UAE  2,420
Turbine, Generator and EPC order for 5X51MW for a HEP in Uganda Feb-08 Uganda Govt Uganda  3,500
Order for EPC for 4X60MW Uri stage-II,3X77MW Chamera Feb-07 NHPC, Gati J&K, HP & Sikkim  7,500
stage-III and 2X55MW Chuzachen HEP's
Orders for 168 cars from Chennai Metro Sep-10 Chennai Metro Chennai  14,700
Total  130,710

Source: Company
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Financials - Consistent revenue growth, volatile margins

Order backlog, Intake (Rs.b) and BTB (x)- Consistency maintained

Source: Company
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APIL's order intake growth has always kept pace with the execution rate to keep BTB consistent at around 1.7x over FY03-10

which reflects strongly on the company's project management expertise.
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APIL has consistently grown its revenues over the last eight

years at 20% CAGR. Considering APIL's leadership potential in

the hydro power segment coupled with its JV with BFL for

steam turbines, future growth looks strong and consistent for

the company.

APIL's margins tend to be volatile with changing product mix.

Growing presence in railways segment and increasing localization

should help APIL sustain EBITDA margin at around 11-12%

over the long term.
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Net profit growth RoE (%) and RoCE (%): High returns over the years

Source: Company

APIL has delivered PAT CAGR of 15% over FY03-10. Earnings

have been impacted in the past by project specific write-offs

impacting margins. With growing size and more controls,

earnings growth should be stronger and steadier going forward.
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APIL has remained a net debt free company and with average

asset turn of 8x over FY03-10, resulting in superior ROE and

ROCE. We expect APIL to chart a similar trajectory of returns

going forward, given its superior project/client basket coupled

with years of expertise in handling large projects in India.

Quarterly performance (Standalone - Rs M)
Y/E March 3QFY11 3QFY10 YoY (%) 9MFY11 9MFY10 YoY (%)

Sales 3,717 4,540 -18.1 10,383 14,456 -28.2
EBITDA 235 574 -59.0 1,333 1,983 -32.7
    As of % Sales 6.3 12.6 - 12.8 13.7 -6.4
Depreciation 118 100 17.2 340 293 16.2
Interest 0 0 - 0 0 -
Other Income 121 41 197.0 284 123 131.8
PBT 238 514 -53.7 1,277 1,813 -29.5
Tax 79 175 -54.7 433 616 -29.7
     Effective Tax Rate (%) 33.2 33.9 -2.2 33.9 34.0 -
Reported PAT 159 340 -53.2 844 1,197 -29.4

Source: Company
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Alstom: Financials and Valuation
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This report is for the personal information of the authorized recipient and does not construe to be any investment, legal or taxation advice to you. Motilal Oswal
Securities Limited (hereinafter referred as MOSt) is not soliciting any action based upon it. This report is not for public distribution and has been furnished to you solely
for your information and should not be reproduced or redistributed to any other person in any form.

The report is based upon information that we consider reliable, but we do not represent that it is accurate or complete, and it should not be relied upon such. MOSt or
any of its affiliates or employees shall not be in any way responsible for any loss or damage that may arise to any person from any inadvertent error in the information
contained in this report. MOSt or any of its affiliates or employees do not provide, at any time, any express or implied warranty of any kind, regarding any matter
pertaining to this report, including without limitation the implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, and non-infringement. The recipients of
this report should rely on their own investigations.

MOSt and/or its affiliates and/or employees may have interests/ positions, financial or otherwise in the securities mentioned in this report. To enhance transparency,
MOSt has incorporated a Disclosure of Interest Statement in this document. This should, however, not be treated as endorsement of the views expressed in the report.

Disclosure of Interest Statement

The MOSt group and its Directors own shares in the following companies covered in this report: Nil

MOSt has no broking relationships with the companies covered in this report.

MOSt is engaged in providing investment-banking services in the following companies covered in this report: Nil

This information is subject to change without any prior notice. MOSt reserves the right to make modifications and alternations to this statement as may be required
from time to time. Nevertheless, MOSt is committed to providing independent and transparent recommendations to its clients, and would be happy to provide
information in response to specific client queries.
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